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Mihajlo Vihula – guitarist, composer,

– – was born in Hust (Ukraine) in 1981. He began his guitar studies at the age of 7. His parents
are music teachers, conductors, and composers. He studied classical guitar in Uzhhorod. He
became interested in composing at a young age. He first dealt with folk song adaptations for
classical guitar. Later, he started writing (composing) program music. In addition to composing
his original works, he also makes many transcripts for classical guitar. Upon graduation from
the Music College, he continued his studies as a classical guitarist and composer at the Lviv
State Music Academy. His musical education was completed with the masterclasses of famous
guitarists - for example, Yamashita, Dyens, Azabagic, Koshkin. He has been participating in
many competitions and festivals since the beginning of his career. Since 2005, Mihajlo Vihula
lives in Hungary. By now, Vihula has written about 200 pieces (opus) for different instrumental
and vocal ensembles and music for theater spectacles including operas. All his educational
music sheets have been tested out in the school pedagogy program, and all the music sheets
for shows have already been played at numerous concerts.

For more detailed story of his life, check out his website www.mihajlovihula.com



www.musicaneo.com 
www.sheetmusicplus.com 
www.free-scores.com (FREE music)  

This catalogue includes many FREE sample music compositions for single
guitar and chamber music. In addition, all published music are composed
and arranged by Mihajlo Vihula. 
All items are available in digital form on 

Just choose the pieces you like, then go to your most convenient webshop
platform, order and you will get your music immediately. 

Delivery is FREE :)  

www.mihajlovihula.com
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Classical Guitar 
Digital music catalogue

For more information about arranger and composer, please visit:
www.mihajlovihula.com 

Catalogue content:
 Single Guitar

Folk-based music for 1 guitar
Two And More Guitars
Chamber Music
Other Instruments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Difficulty:

Beginner Intermediate Medium Advanced Professional



MUSIC 
for

 SINGLE GUITAR



5// Sample

www.mihajlovihula.com



06 // Single Guitar

www.mihajlovihula.com

"The Lark" fantasia arranged and edited by Mihajlo Vihula.
 This piece is mainly based on the Lark composition by Vladimir
Dubovickij.

Guitar music for young students containing 21 progressive
pieces.  Excellent for young guitarists who would like to start
learning fingerstyle.

28 pages |Difficulty: Beginner

12 pages |Difficulty: Intermediate

14 pages |Difficulty: Advanced

"Állati" suite op.94 for guitar. 
This includes 4 titles: 1.HAWK, 2. PULI, 3. GRAY BEEF, 4. DAY FRY

With this suite in 2013 the NobilArt Art Association 
and the SEGOVIA specialist guitar-shop 
made a contest where he won the second award on the
international competition.



07 // Single Guitar

www.mihajlovihula.com

24 pages |Difficulty: Intermediate

7 preludes is an absolutely great collection for concerts
of different moods. It uses many guitar effects ranging
from classical style to fingerstyle.

24 pages |Difficulty: Advanced

14 pieces for young guitarists by Mihajlo Vihula.
This album  contains  etudes and pieces for concerts and
competitions.

18 pages |Difficulty: Beginner



FOLK based music 
for

 SINGLE GUITAR



09 // Sample

www.mihajlovihula.com



10// Sample

www.mihajlovihula.com



11 // Single Guitar

www.mihajlovihula.com

Folk based concert pieces for guitar. The book contains 5 pieces
with virtuoso elements and it is based on ethno and folk themes
(II. Hungarian Rhapsody, Vesnyanka "Shumila lischyna",
Variations on ukrainian theme, Coboz Capricchio). Also includes
world premier ballada "DA-NA-NA".

Folk based concert pieces for guitar. The book contains 12  music
ethno-pictures with virtuoso elements and it is based on
ukrainian ethno and folk themes, incuding the famous and
worldwide known arrangemet of ukrainian christmas song
"Schedryk".

32 pages |Difficulty: Intermediate

24 pages |Difficulty: Medium
with TAB notation

24 pages |Difficulty: Advanced

I.Hungaria Rhapsody op.124 dedicated to hungarian
/ italian guitarist Monika Minár. 



MUSIC 
for

 2 and more
GUITARS
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www.mihajlovihula.com



14 // Sample

www.mihajlovihula.com



15 // Sample

www.mihajlovihula.com



16//MUSIC

www.mihajlovihula.com

Two different pieces for 4 guitars, mostly for youth guitar
ensembles. This sheet music contains full score and full set parts
for both pieces.

Composed by Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827). 
Arranged by Bogdan Lisovych. Fingering and Guitar
revised by Mihajlo Vihula.

Composed by Edvard Grieg (1843-1907). Arranged for 4
guitars by Mihajlo Vihula. Romantic Period. Score and Full
set of parts.

24 pages |Difficulty: Intermediate

42 pages |Difficulty: Medium

12 pages |Difficulty: Medium



17 // Single Guitar

www.mihajlovihula.com

The Spanish impromptu op.28 was composed in 2006 for
first-time solo piece, then in 2011 was arranged for guitar trio. 
The piece inspired by and is based on Spanish traditional folk
music.

for 4 guitars  with TAB notation

The music was wrote especially for "DOUBLE PARAFRASE"
guitar duet.  

24 pages |Difficulty: Medium

12 pages |Difficulty: Intermediate

20 pages |Difficulty: Medium



CHAMBER 
MUSIC
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21// Sample
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22 // Single Guitar

www.mihajlovihula.com

30 pages |Difficulty: Advanced

Guitar duets for guitar with guitar, violonchello, violine,
flute, oboe
 

for flute and guitar 

40 pages |Difficulty: Medium / Advanced

40 pages |Difficulty: Medium



22 // Single Guitar

www.mihajlovihula.com

Arranged for vibraphone (marimba),
guitar, 
drum set,
contrabass (violoncello).

J.S.Bach / B.Lisovych: BACH on JAZZ. 
20 preludes and fugues from WTC. 
Full score + complete parts. 

Music by: Puccini, Wagner, Erkel, Vihula

Instrumentation: Violin, Viola, Cello, Classical guitar.
Scored for Quartet. Full score + set of parts.

220 pages |Difficulty: Professional

for Soprano, mozzosoprano, bariton and guitar 

14 pages |Difficulty: Advanced

10 pages |Difficulty: Medium


